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       Socialism requires that government becomes your god. 
~Rafael Cruz

Only in America can someone start with nothing and achieve the
American Dream. That's the greatness of this country. 
~Rafael Cruz

Culture of dependency leads to a life of slavery, being totally dependent
upon government. And government dictates where they go in life. 
~Rafael Cruz

As a matter of fact, one of the things in Obamacare is that for the
elderly, every five years you must have end-of-life counseling.
Translation: suicide counseling. 
~Rafael Cruz

Hispanic values are conservative values. Hispanics are highly religious,
they're very strongly pro-traditional family... not only pro-family, but also
pro-life. They are highly patriotic. 
~Rafael Cruz

If we remove desire to be better, we become mediocre. 
~Rafael Cruz

The Democrat is the party that's gonna keep you poor! 
~Rafael Cruz

Who was the founder of American education? John Dewey - you know
that very well - card-carrying Communist. The American education
system, in America - one of the so-called 'founders' was a Communist 
~Rafael Cruz

I haven't heard Obama ask us for our consent when he's trying to ram
Obamacare down our throats. 
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Everybody goes down to a least common denominator, and as a result,
productivity goes down to zero. And we've seen that in every
communist country around the world. 
~Rafael Cruz

It is a lie that to talk to Hispanics you have to talk about amnesty. Let
me tell you, the only Hispanics that are in favor of amnesty are the
illegals. 
~Rafael Cruz

What is behind homosexual marriage. It's really more about the
destruction of the traditional family than about exalting homosexuality,
because you need to destroy also loyalty to the family. 
~Rafael Cruz

Most Americans have their head in the sand about evolution. 
~Rafael Cruz

I can use the teachings of [Charles] Darwin to promote communism. 
~Rafael Cruz

What I experienced in Cuba, I have become a student of what, how
communism operates. 
~Rafael Cruz

Perhaps there was a correlation between taking prayer and Bible study
out of schools, and what has happened in our society. 
~Rafael Cruz

We see our liberties curtailed more and more and more.We see a
tremendous attack on religious freedom. 
~Rafael Cruz
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We've got, not only the Alaskan pipeline is not being built, and that oil,
Canada may decide to sell it to China, and we may lose that oil forever.

~Rafael Cruz

As a matter of fact, if we could communicate the truth, not only to the
Hispanics but to the black population, all blacks should be Republican,
and all Hispanics should be Republican. 
~Rafael Cruz

I think we don't need to be talking about hyphenated Americans,
because we are all Americans, and we all want the same thing. 
~Rafael Cruz

Let me tell you, that's what taxation is - it's confiscation. It's your
money, it's not the government's money. But the government makes
you think that it all comes from them. 
~Rafael Cruz
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